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Abstract

Chaucer is no botanist. Typically flowers enter his poetry as similes for female beauty (the Knight’s Emelye), more rarely as undiscriminated clusters of colour signalling courtly landscapes (Parliament of Fowls, Book of the Duchess). The daisy of the Prologue to The Legend of Good Women is an exception; venerated by Chaucer’s dream-persona, it receives accurate, detailed description before being personified in his dream as Alcestis. Chaucer is by no means unique in this superficial approach to flowers, intriguingly, flowers in general gain only a fleeting mention under trees in Isidore of Seville’s influential Etymologies XVII.vi.21 where we learn flos are so named because they fall. However, following Michael Marder, superficiality offers a useful paradigm for thinking with plants. Dilettantism becomes attention, enabling associations that privilege present over past – flowers over roots. Fleeting flowers seem scarcely available to us as subjects of empathy, arguably more remote even than trees, they pose different questions to ecologically invested critics, while the ease with which they are (superficially) understood offers clues to how literary critics may join debates about the way green spaces and entities are valued. 

		----         -----          -----


Readers of Chaucer are familiar with his dream narrator-persona who seems forever in quest of literary inspiration and forever missing it, even when dropped by eagle into stories of famous men, shoved by Scipio Africanus into gardens of love, or taken on introspective hunts by canny puppies and men in black. Each of these results in a poem, but not, it seems in any lasting enlightenment. The Prologue to The Legend of Good Women may offer a reason why this is: when spring comes and birds call, our narrator is easily distracted from the books which he feels offer entry to all knowledge and leaves his library to rejoice in the season.  ‘Farwel my bok and my devocioun’ is the cry in line 39 of the F version of the Prologue, which in G.39 becomes ‘Farwel my stodye, as lastynge that sesoun!’ as he heads out to find a daisy. One might characterise this as Chaucer’s narrator shifting from meditation to reverie – enacted in terms which match the contrast between Descartian inside meditation and Rousseauian outside reverie drawn by Michael Marder and Patricia Vieira in their exploration of philosopher and poet phytophilia (Marder and Vieira 2013). Chaucer’s narrator surely regards himself as both philosopher and poet, so the match is serendipitous. 

If we pursue the comparison across Chaucer’s other dream poems, we find that he, or at least Geoffrey, habitually exchanges interior for exterior study. In The Book of the Duchess the insomniac dreamer falls asleep over a book, only to dream of leaving his bed-chamber to join a hunt, which he then promptly loses before wandering down a flowery path to a glade where he finds and interrogates a man sitting under a tree. In The Parlement of Fowles the dreamer is also deep in a book, this time an account of the Dream of Scipio rather than Ovid, before he, too, sleeps and dreams of being outdoors, this time confronting a walled garden through whose gate Scipio so unceremoniously shoves him. Even in The House of Fame (which is unusually set in December, not May) the dreamer eventually exchanges indoors for outdoors, as he leaves the temple of glass at the end of the first book to find himself in a desert from which he is rescued by a splendidly verbose eagle who waxes lyrical on the fact that Geoffrey can hardly expect to find matter for poetry, still less understanding of love and life, given that he never hears news of his near neighbours, let alone that of people (specifically lovers) in other countries; all he does when he returns home from work is bury himself in a book (HF 644-660). Significantly, such book-habits are ‘in stede of reste and newe thynges’ (653) which tacitly points the contrast between indoor reading and external experience. ‘Reste’ here takes on connotations of recreation, not just bodily ease, implying that the mind needs to be refreshed through new occupations and bodily exercise, rather than simply swapping one form of study, ‘reckenynges’, (653) for ‘another book’ (657). The House of Fame is the most internal of Chaucer’s dream poems and in the context of a discussion of the benefits of taking our lead from plants, it is perhaps no coincidence that is it also unfinished.

In contrast, the Geoffrey of The Legend of Good Women Prologues seems eager to stop work as soon as spring arrives, although there are differences between them. Where the Geoffrey of F leaves behind his book, the G persona abandons study, and while the two may be closely linked, they are by no means synonymous. The distinction between the two is even more relevant when one considers the actions of this poet-persona once he is outdoors. His sole aim is to seek out the daisy, his favourite flower, and then lose himself in admiration of it. Now, daisies are not the kind of flower one finds growing solo, something both versions acknowledge in the use of ‘thise floures’ in the plural (F.41, G.42) as the object of the narrator’s affections. However the wider search for daisies plural almost immediately becomes a quest for just one; the shift is explicit and complete in F where Geoffrey walks the meadow ‘To seen this flour’ (F.48, emphasis mine) but more gradually effected over two lines in G: ‘To sen these floures agen the sonne sprede / When it up ryseth by the morwe shene’ (G.48-49, emphasis mine). Although it is possible that the singular pronoun is being used generically here, by the time we reach line G.52, the text is comfortably in the singular, focusing on the action of a particular specimen as the sun moves west (‘Thanne closeth it, and draweth it to reste’) in terms which are both botanically accurate and lightly anthropomorphic. Although we know that every daisy does this, the effect in each version of the text is to ensure that our mental image is no longer of a clump of flowers in the grass, but of one individual daisy furling its petals. The individualism is secured by the increase in level of anthropomorphism in subsequent lines, as fear of the dark is given as the motive for this closure. Even though G initially avoids the full personification effected by F’s use of the feminine pronoun in the famous phrase ‘so hateth she derknesse’ (F.63), it nevertheless cites an emotional response as the motive for this reaction: ‘so sore it is afered of the nyght’ (G.53) and so in each text general appreciation of a common flower found in clumps becomes specific focus on one individual flower’s reaction to setting of the sun. 

It is worth pausing a moment on this detail. Inclining towards light, opening petals, following the track of the sun and furling petals as night falls are all familiar reactions of heliotropic plants, and such response is surely analogous to the selective sending out of roots to richer areas of soil to which Marder draws our attention in his discussions of plant thinking. The question of how far such response can be viewed as evidence of active thought remains a matter for discussion; as Marder comments, the dominant attitude of Western philosophy has been to dismiss such reactions as simple passive response: ‘Vegetative intake of nutrients and exposure to sunlight are taken to be symbolic of a passive mode of living that does not pursue any objectives whatsoever’ (Marder, 2013, 1). However, through his narrative persona, Chaucer gives his readers a picture of a poet responds to the sun and season in ways very similar indeed to that of the flower he so eagerly seeks. The addition of emotional motive to the daisy only confirms a similarity already suggested by the action of the human in this scenario: that is, both plant and poet are inspired by the atmospheric changes of spring to act in specific ways. The G text further strengthens that association where, as we have seen, Geoffrey declares he deserts study ‘as lastyng that sesoun’ (G.39). Used on its own, ‘sesoun’ commonly indicates an unspecific but normally short period of time, a while, the time one might imagine spent outside admiring flowers in the spring time. Prefaced with ‘that’, the word becomes specific, implying that study is abandoned for the whole season of Spring itself. Book-learning is to be replaced by recreation outside; abstract study by contemplation of the thing itself. If, then, we accept Geoffrey’s response as that of a thinking being, why is the reaction of the daisy not thought likewise? And if a plant may be credited with thought, why not also with emotions? Indeed, it is perhaps more accurate to say that if thought, then inevitably also emotion, particularly since the emotion concerned, fear, is one we tend to regard as closer to instinct than the more complex one of hatred. Even there the F Prologue is ahead of us, as it presents ‘hateth’ as a consequence of ‘fere’ (F.63). Earlier I suggested this was a mark of anthropomorphism, but perhaps now we may regard these words not as indicators of the poet rendering the plant human by imaginatively bestowing it with considered motives and emotions, but as poetic language providing a way for humans to perceive the sentience the plant already possesses.

Now that the flower is revealed to be more like the person than previously supposed, it is also worth exploring if the poet may also be described as more plant-like than expected. This essay began with a reference to Marder and Vieira’s consideration the type of attention espoused by Rousseau compared to Descartes, and the suggestion that in deciding to desert his books, leave his chamber and go outside, Chaucer’s poet-persona shifts from Descartian meditation to Rousseauian reverie. The analogy holds good for a while, for just as Rousseau continues ‘to wander nonchalantly from plant to plant and flower to flower’ (Marder and Vieira, 2013, 41), Geoffrey is up and out in the morning, ‘walkynge in the mede’ (F.47; G.47) in order to find his favourite flower ‘ayein the sonne sprede’ (F.48; G48). The more generalised tone of the G Prologue is apparent here, as Geoffrey seems to spend the whole day wandering around ‘thus walkynge in the grene’ (G.50) until the sun sinks west and he moves on to comment on the way an individual daisy closes until the next day dawns. Twenty lines suffice to cover the poet’s love of the flower, include the details of its white and red colouring, its daily opening and closing and his appreciation of its ability to be just as pretty and fresh in winter as in spring (G.40-60). This appreciative, but nonetheless superficial, attitude is surely akin to that of the reveries which ‘barely graze the surface of their botanical objects, leaving just enough breathing room for non-appropriative love’ (Marder and Vieira, 2013, 41) and the similarity with Rousseau continues as Geoffrey, too, seems easily distracted from consideration of even several daisies, and digresses into concerns about trespassing not on actual earth, but on the metaphorical ground of topics better expressed by other poets. From that he moves to his own project of translating and re-telling stories from the ancients and thus has both wandered, and taken us, a long way from the actual flowers in the field which sparked that particular line of thought. Here, then, is the ‘absence of depth’ commented upon by Marder and Vieira, but also, in that pursuit of potentially fertile lines of thought, a pattern similar to the roots that spread through the soil in pursuit of minerals. 

Interestingly, the G Prologue retains the concept of this seasonal roaming more consistently than F. True to his word that study is set aside for the season, we are told the dream encounters with the God of Love and Alceste, who is also a daisy personified, occurs almost the end of May. It seems Geoffrey has spent the whole month outside, wandering the meadows, looking for daisies, returning indoors only when the sun sets and the flower shuts. What he has not been doing is sitting in earnest contemplation before a specific daisy, which is the level of personal devotion and reverence claimed by the F Prologue narrator. In this (possibly earlier) version of the Prologue, Geoffrey spends more time talking about the actual flower, using emotionally charged terms to expresses his admiration for what is, after all, a very common plant. The ‘gret affeccioun’ (F. 44; G44) for the daisy which contrasts with the heartfelt ‘reverence’ he has for books (F.32-33; G.31-32) in both versions is superseded only eight lines later in F by the more powerful ‘all reverence’, as Geoffrey expands upon the effect that finding his favourite flower has on him.

It is perhaps surprising, then, to discover that the F narrator spends less time than his G counterpart wandering the meadows. Rather than passing full days rambling outside observing the flowers, the F narrator seems to pop out in the morning, find a daisy and give it due reverence before, it is implied, going back indoors, only to issues ‘whan that hit ys eve’ (F.60), running joyously to find his flower and watch it curl its petals as the sun sinks in the west. (F.60-63). Moreover, instead of spending nearly a full month in this way, it is on the first of May that the F-Prologue Geoffrey both deserts his books and experiences his dream. Yet, despite such toing-and-froing and such early entry into the dreamworld, this Geoffrey is not more flightly than his G counterpart. What he lacks in hours, he gains in focus, as where in G we are told only in general terms of the flower’s habit of closing its petals, here in F Geoffrey goes out purposely ‘To seen this flour, how it wol got to reste’ (F.62). His attention, and so ours, is tuned to a specific plant at a specific moment. He then takes time to extol the virtues of his chosen object of devotion, and reflect on the emotional impact this small flower has, invoking human lovers who know how to write about the sentiments (F.69), before embarking on the kind of address that would not be out of place in a love lyric: ‘She is the clernesse and the verray lyght / That in the derke world me wynt and ledeth’ (F.84ff ). This is hardly the superficial brushing of the soul’s surface that typify Rousseauian reverie and seem to be the dominant mode of the G Prologue’s daily, but unrecorded, walks. 

However, the Geoffrey of the F Prologue exemplifies plant thinking in a different way: by remaining on one spot and holding himself physically in present moment of 1st May. This is far from stultifying; although his body remains in one place, his mind wanders and his attention shifts from observing the physical movement of the tangible flower before him to the more abstract and arguably over-blown description of the emotions and associations it stirs. For the space of a hundred and thirty-six lines (F.64-200) the poem and the poet simply stay in that meadow in the dusk, allowing the associations of the daisy to run riot, weaving across anxieties over poetic predecessors and contemporaries, to current court politics, back to the effects of the daisy, out to spring and bird-song and anthropomorphic avian potted romances. In the midst of all this Geoffrey brings the poem back to the daisy through an acknowledgment of the affective force of his floral devotion on his ‘besy gost.’ The result is to recall the ‘gledly desir / That in myn herte I feele yet the fir / That made me to ryse er yt were day’ (F.103; 105-7) and to initiate a section of panegyric on the daisy (F.115-124). The description teeters towards the extreme, and indeed may be deliberately comic, but this passage also includes simple, direct attention which, while almost certainly indebted to Machaut and Deschamps, nevertheless suggests a further way that Chaucer’s dream narrative links to Rousseauian reverie. The point here is the way Geoffrey dwells on the attributes of the particular specimen of daisy he has before him, paying ‘extreme attention to [its] singularity’ (Marder and Vieira, 2013, 41) as it gradually uncloses in the sun and then lets its perfume loose. Attention is also paid to the grass in which the daisy grows, which is short, ‘smale’ (F.118), as well as soft and sweet. There are other flowers in it too, we gather, a remark which helps create this as a real landscape, an actual meadow, but it is unambiguously the daisy whose perfume surpasses all the other scents in the field, and consequently attracts remark. From this point of focus the description wanders off again into the conceit of the earth itself being glad of the passing of winter and the birds mocking the fowler in their relief at having escaped his snares. Even that is in keeping with the concept of attentive, yet superficial reverie, in which thoughts arise unbidden and may be pursued at will, or dropped. So it is that F offers an accurate reflection of how our thought-processes actually work, as the narrative moves seamlessly from observed botanical fact, through sensory appreciation, to imaginative response. Here we have a reverie within a day-dream; a dilettante poet spending time with his favourite flower.

In G that carefully described meadow is not in the real world, but part of the dream landscape, which makes the extravagant comparison asserting the daisy’s superiority to all others more ambiguous than in F. Not only is the passage now describing the meadow in which he dreams he walks, rather than the one in which he actually roamed when awake, but it is also slightly re-cast, with the result that it is no longer definitely the daisy which surpasses all the scents and beauty of others, but, plausibly, the overall effect of this (now) dreamscape meadow, embroidered as it is with a multitude of flowers. This indeed is the familiar meadow of literature, particularly dream visions, encountered in The Romance of the Rose as well as The Book of the Duchess, as well as many a manuscript illustration and tapestry, but while that may make it more familiar, it necessarily renders it less particular. One might go so far as to say that a meadow dotted with small, not entirely identifiable, flowers (and probably the odd rabbit or two) now epitomises the notion of a medieval landscape in our cultural imagination. The meadow is a little more specific than that in the G Prologue, in that it neatly re-presents the flower-strewn couch on which our dream-narrator has fallen asleep, but that device is more likely to heighten our awareness of literary conceit, than of botanical life. That said, the fact that Geoffrey has ordered his bed to be decked in flowers ‘For deynte of the newe someres sake’ (G.100) surely presents us with a prime example of our paradoxical relation to the flowers, by which appreciation is evidenced by cutting them, albeit more often these days to admire them in a vase than lie upon them on a flower-strewn couch. Perhaps that is an over-sentimental response to flowers which are only part of the plant as a whole and are indeed, as Isidore of Seville reminds us, called flos because they are designed to fall.1 It may be a quibble to worry over whether those flowers fall naturally or are picked.

Similarly, the personal attention bestowed by Geoffrey on the daisy in F is displaced in G and becomes a scene of veneration performed by the ladies who accompany the god of Love, rather than an act of individual devotion on the part of the poet-persona. The ritual is elaborate enough: first the ladies kneel and then they dance round the flower in a ring, singing a balade which has the refrain ‘Alceste is here, that al that may disteyne’ (G.209, 216, 223). Such elaboration has the consequence of raising the question of whether the flower around which they dance is in fact Alceste. Although there certainly was a flower there, as that was what Geoffrey was looking at, and although initially Alceste is explicitly said to look like a daisy not be one (G.156), by line 196 it is no longer entirely certain whether ‘this flour’ is a literal flower, metaphorical woman, or indeed both. The amplification ‘which that I clepe the dayseye’ (G.196) does little to help, given that our poet-narrator is as free to call a woman a flower as he is to personify a daisy. What this does exemplify, however, is precisely the kind of sliding away of attention that seems inevitable when contemplating flowers and which we saw the F Geoffrey fall prey to during his waking contemplation. Associations arise, allusions come to mind, the mind, indeed, wanders. And yet even as it does so, it notes details, such as, here, the way the petals of a daisy spread out from a yellow centre, like a crown, which is transmuted in the dream to become part of the description of Alceste’s coronet and golden hair net. Such matters of realism or credibility are hardly an issue in the G text, however, since we are now fully within a dream text and so prepared for unaccountable transitions, idealised landscapes, the appearance of gods and personifications. The actual daisy is no longer the centre of our attention.

Despite my suggestion here that Chaucer’s poet-persona Geoffrey might be described as exemplifying phytophilia, it is immediately obvious that the very terms in which these Prologues work lay the poem and the poet (not to mention the critic) open to the counter-argument that in fact what is exemplified here is the longstanding habit of presenting plants as ‘perpetual stand-ins’ (Marder and Vieira, 2013, 44). This is even more the case given that the actual daisy is displaced and replaced in both versions by the figure of a woman. Alceste, dressed in green and white, absorbs the daisy, commanding both the poet’s attention and finally commissioning his next work, but she is only an approximation to the daisy, not the personification of it. Her green and white garb implies the flower and indeed some lines are taken up with the description of the gold netting in her hair, upon which she wears a white coronet interwoven with small flowers, which leads into the assertion that she is ‘lyk a daysie for to sene’ (F.224; G.156). The poet repeats the detail about the gold, saying that this in particular creates the similarity between lady and flower, and indeed the repetition probably ensures we pause to visualise the yellow centre of a daisy and so accept the likeness, but the comparison is revealed to be little forced, even if it is also conventional and inevitable. At this point attentive readers or botanists, even amateur ones, may note that this lady seems to lacks the red which is a specified feature of the actual flower at the start of the poem. In that absence lies a suggestion that the personification that overwrites the flower is also an approximation, and with that may come hope for the continued, if unremarked, presence of the real daisy.

Certainly in both Prologues, when we reach the point where the company of ladies catch sight of the daisy, we can no longer be sure the flower they kneel before is the plant upon which Geoffrey bestowed so much attention. The language betrays a level of hesitancy, ‘This flour, which that I clepe the dayesie’ (F.293; G.196) which permits us to wonder whether the object of veneration here is not rather the woman than the flower. Both have been called the daisy in the poem, but now it is the narrator-poet who applies the name, rather than the general populace, the ‘men ... in our toun’ (F.43; G43) who coined the term at the start of the poem. We are no longer dealing with a colloquial  name for a familiar flower, but have strayed into the very ‘metaphysical  instrumentalism’ and ‘fetishizing mysticism’ that Marder and Vieira seem keen for us, like Rousseau, to rebuff (Marder and Vieira, 2013, 39). As Marder admits ‘To be sure, plants “as such” will forever elude us’ (44) and in these Prologues we may see such elusiveness in action. Geoffrey’s initial veneration, which required no dialogue or reciprocal exchange, but rather rejoiced in the intangibility of the pure flower qua flower, is displaced within the dream by a conversation that amounts to a confession. The plant has disappeared behind the woman, who herself is effaced by being called a flower, allegorised out of being even a figure in mythology. 

Chaucer is not a botanist; his interest in flowers is primarily literary, where they serve mainly as decoration or material for allegory. Most of the details he includes in his attentive descriptions of the daisy in the two versions of the Prologue to The Legend of Good Women serve to provide the basis for the symbolism that eventually subsumes the flower: the whiteness of the petals is a sign of purity; the shunning of the dark, proof of the virtue that turns away from sin; the ability to spring fresh each morning signifies both fidelity and resurrection. Nevertheless, the modes of attention his two narrator-personae adopt illustrate the advantages of the apparently inattentive reverie, which encourages the body to walk and the mind to wander. This is the strength of a dilettantism that allows one to note details without dwelling on them in such depth that one is led to evaluate, define or allegorise them. Small flowers may be admired, appreciated, loved, even, and also left intact, or perhaps gathered for a couch which remains a bed strewn with flowers and only secondarily an instigator of dreams. Moreover, if these Prologues have blossomed when read in the light of Marder’s call to think like a plant, they also offer an indication of the consequences of our habitual attitude towards plants. 

Surprised by the god of Love, Alceste and the company of women, the F Geoffrey remains ‘knelying by this flour, in good entente, / Abood to knowen what this peple mente’ (F.308-9). His proximity is resented by the god of Love, who makes his displeasure clear by asserting that he would rather have a worm so close to his flower than Geoffrey (F.318), an insult that, crucially, retains the horticultural tone of the exchange. However, when Geoffrey challenges him to explain why he is so unwelcome, the flower is transmuted into a saint’s relic, and while this retains the applicability of an undesirable worm, it removes the flower from the conversation. The narrator of the G Prologue loses sight of the flower earlier than his F counterpart, as he is leaning under a branch as he watches the assembled company sit down in an ordered circle after their dance. The daisy slipped his attention a good while before, and although he, too, is compared to a worm, this time the worm is distasteful simply for being seen by the god, with no mention of a flower for it to be close to or not (G.244). In each case the final appearance of a daisy in the text is when the god of Love reminds Geoffrey that Alceste was transformed into a daisy in acknowledgement of her self-sacrifice in favour of her husband. Geoffrey accepts and adopts this association, thus redefining his previous reverence for a red and white flower anyone may find in the grass, as an admiration for the virtues Alceste represents and an affection for what is now ‘her’ flower. A reprise of her appearance confirms this shift of emphasis through its focus on the white coronet, now explicitly interpreted as representing wifely virtue. This time the description does include the red missing previously, but attributing its presence to Mars who provides red colour in lieu of rubies is unsatisfactory. Appropriately so, as it drives home the point that Geoffrey has discovered exactly what people mean when they venerate flowers: they mean they transpose them into symbols for abstract human virtues, over-write them with allegorised women and finally stop seeing them entirely as their attention shifts away from physical flowers in actual grass to stories about humans, their relations to each other and the interventions of gods. It is of course Alceste, not the god of Love, who comes up with the idea that a fit punishment for Geoffrey’s defamation of love and women is the composition of the Legend. Given the way the Prologue has collapsed the woman and the flower together it would be nice to think that after all it is a literal daisy and not deified Alceste who reproves Chaucer, but, if so, he, and surely also his readers, are too blinkered to realise it.


Note:
1   Flowers do not mention an entry of their own in Isidore’s Etymologies, meriting only a brief mention as a sub-section under trees. See XVII.vi.21 The ‘Etymologies’ of Isidore of Seville translated by Stephen Barney et al (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006) p.342.
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